Tennessee Habitat Projects in Active Floodplain of the Lower Mississippi River
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Project Focus Category
1. Create, rehabilitate and diversify secondary channels
2. Restore and diversify floodplain water bodies
3. Augment aquatic connectivity with the floodplain
4. Tributary enhancement
5. Create/rehabilitate wetlands
6. Enhance main channel habitat diversity
7. Enhance terrestrial habitat
8. Improve recreational access

Project List
TN1: Tiptonville Chute
TN2: Lee Towhead
TN3: Hathaway Dikefield
TN4: Blaker Towhead
TN5: Island 18 Towhead
TN6: Robert E. Everett Lake
TN7: Head of Island 23 Dikes
TN8: Island 21 Side Channel
TN9: Moss Island Acquisition
TN10: Nebraska Point Dikes
TN11: Open Lake - Obion Acquis.
TN12: Ashport Goldust Dikes Bar
TN13: Kate Aubrey Towhead Side Chann
TN14: Keyes Point Dikes
TN15: Cold Creek Chute
TN16: Sunset TH/Pl 34 Acquisition
TN17: Hatchie River Mouth
TN18: Richardson's Landing Dikes
TN19: Island 35 / Densford Bar Acq
TN20: Tiptonville Chute
TN21: Shelby Forest Lakes
TN22: Islands 40 & 41 Chute
TN23: Hickman Bar/ Randolph Point
TN24: Robinson Cruse Island
TN25: Mosquito Lake Complex
TN26: Erley Bar / Dismal Pt. Dikes
TN27: Armstrong Bar Hydrology
TN28: Armstrong Bar Acquisition
TN29: Mud & Horn Lake Complex